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Five Years After Aliso
Canyon Toxic Gas Leak,
Porter Ranch
Community Members
Still Wait for Justice

A

Community demands patient-centered health study from LAPHD

t a press conference April 29, community members tasked with providing
guidance and input to the Aliso Canyon Disaster Health Research Study
(ACDHRS) demanded long-awaited justice for those sickened by the gas leak and
a patient-centered approach to the study designed to help them. At a press conference,
long-time residents of Porter Ranch as well as scientists and activists made it clear the
Los Angeles Public Health Department does not have their confidence.
 	 “It’s been five years since the Aliso Canyon gas blowout, and the sickened residents
of the San Fernando Valley are no closer to getting justice for their health,” said Food
& Water Watch California Director Alexandra Nagy. “The LA Department of Public
Health has failed to hold SoCalGas accountable. Supervisor Kathryn Barger once
proclaimed this $25 million health study as her grand achievement, but now stands on
the sidelines as the community fights for a health study that will meet their needs. The
community deserves a health study that will examine them directly and that means
a patient-based, clinical and long-term study. Supervisor Barger has the power to
help her constituents accomplish this necessary task. Anything less is a giveaway to
SoCalGas, which along with the LADPH has disregarded the health of thousands of
San Fernando Valley residents sickened by the Aliso Canyon gas blowout.”
 	 Food & Water Watch submitted over 570 comments from the surrounding San
Fernando Valley community and their supporters to LADPH to demand a patientcentered, clinical and long-term health study. In November 2020, the CAG wrote a
letter to the Scientific Oversight Committee and DPH urging them to make the study
patient-centered, examining the health impacts of the gas blowout on members of the
community. This letter went unanswered.
 	 “We offered DPH multiple paths to regain the confidence of the CAG and the
community,” said Craig Galanti, Community Advisory Group (CAG) member. “As
in science and in business, you measure things if you want them to improve.
(Continued on page 4)
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Calls To Close Playa
Del Rey Gas Facility

he Los Angeles City Council has called on Gov. Gavin Newsom to close the Playa del
Rey natural gas storage facility, which experts believe is at high risk for tsunamis,
wildfire and endangering residents.
The resolution -- which was introduced by Councilman Mike Bonin and passed
with 13 yes votes and two members absent -- noted that a 2018 study by the California
Council on Science and Technology found that the facility ``stands out as a facility with
relatively higher risk to health and safety than the other facilities in California.’’
The site at 8141 Gulana Ave. is close to LAX and has a large population living nearby,
and in the event of a gas leak, could become an environmental disaster, the study found.
Bonin, in a Twitter post, wrote: ``The facility poses a risk to the environment, nearby
neighborhoods, and the regional economy. We must move aggressively to get off fossil
fuels, and we must create a just transition to a clean energy economy. We call on Gov
Newsom to acknowledge the risks of this facility, and move quickly to shut it down.’’
Officials want to prevent a leak similar to the 2015 Aliso Canyon Natural Gas Storage
Facility methane leak, which forced the evacuation of 8,000 people. It was deemed one
of the worst natural gas leaks in the United States and one of the worst environmental
catastrophes in California history, the resolution notes.
``Los Angeles has made it clear that gas facilities like Playa del Rey are incompatible
with community health and safety,’’ said Food & Water Watch L.A. Organizer Ethan
Senser.
``The local community is united in wanting to see gas facilities like Playa del Rey
and Aliso Canyon closed, and now is the time to roll up our sleeves and start planning
for a just transition. The governor needs to listen to his constituents, bring stakeholders
together, and follow the community’s leadership in determining real solutions for its
future.’’
Food & Water Watch L.A. said organizers believe the resolution is focused on equity
and prioritizes the communities near the facility.

"Out of many, one."

(13 Colonies Became One)

Go Green, Go Nuclear

O

By John Stossel

n Earth Day, politicians and activists shouted more about “the climate crisis.”
I don’t think it’s a crisis. COVID-19, malaria, exploding debt, millions of poor
children dying from diarrhea — those are genuine crises.
But global warming may become a real problem, so it’s particularly absurd that
Earth Day’s activists rarely mention the form of energy that could most quickly reduce
greenhouse gases: nuclear power.
When France converted to nuclear, it created the world’s fastest reduction in
carbon emissions.
But in America, nuclear growth came to a near halt 40 years ago, after an accident at
the Three Mile Island plant in Pennsylvania.
The partial meltdown killed no one. It would probably have been forgotten had
Hollywood not released a nuclear scare movie, “The China Syndrome,” days before.
“People saw that and freaked out,” complains Joshua Goldstein, author of “A Bright
Future: How Some Countries Have Solved Climate Change (with nuclear power).”
One of the people still freaking out is solar activist Harvey Wasserman. “I live in terror
of the next accident,” he says.
His anti-nuclear argument has basically won in most of the world. Nuclear plants are
being shut down.
Why? I ask Wasserman. No one was hurt at Three Mile Island.
Wasserman replies that after the accident, he went to nearby homes and people showed
him “their tumors, their hair loss, their lesions.”
“Having been there,” Wasserman responds, “It’s my clear assertion that people
were killed.”
Actual scientists don’t agree. In fact, they find less cancer  near Three Mile Island than
in other parts of Pennsylvania.
But what about Fukushima? That was more serious. Today, clueless media quote
Greenpeace claiming, Fukushima’s radiation could “change our DNA!”
Also bunk. “There was heightened radiation, but it was all at this low level below what
we consider to be safe,” explains Goldstein.
The low level of radiation released at Fukushima was hardly a threat. What killed people
was the panicked response.
“Everyone freaked out and ordered a massive sudden evacuation. That caused suicide,
depression... Fear of radioactivity really did kill people.”
One nuclear accident, Chernobyl, did kill, and its radiation may still kill thousands more.
				*		*		*
But Chernobyl was built by socialists cutting corners to please dictators. No Chernobyllike plant will ever be built again. And even with Chernobyl’s deaths, nuclear power’s
safety record is better than that of coal, oil, and natural gas.
“But what about the nuclear waste!” shout the activists.
“It’s a small problem,” says Goldstein. “All the nuclear waste from all America’s
reactors for 60 years would fit into a Walmart.”
While the anti-nuclear movement has stopped nuclear construction in most of the
West, “other places are building them like crazy,” says Goldstein. “China puts a nuclear
reactor on the grid every two to three months.”
America may soon finish... one. It took Georgia Power Company six years just to get
permission to build a plant. Regulation is so heavy that, 15 years later, it still isn’t operating.
Wasserman is proud he played a role in that. “If you want to accuse us of having raised
the cost of building new nuclear plants by demanding more regulation, I plead guilty.”
(Continued on page 3)
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Debt and Future
Generations
By Judge Andrew P. Napolitano

P

resident Joseph R. Biden Jr. has asked Congress to raise taxes and increase borrowing
so his administration can spend $2.3 trillion — on top of the $1.9 trillion Congress
authorized two months ago for so-called COVID relief — for thousands of projects
he calls “infrastructure.” All this is in addition to the $2 trillion that the government
borrows annually these days just to make ends meet.
These are serious numbers of dollars, the repayment of which will have seriously
unpleasant consequences for future generations of Americans. Indeed, under Biden’s
administration, the feds will borrow three times what they collect in taxes. This is not a
new phenomenon, but it exacerbates the modern trend of spend now and pay later.
Under the Constitution, can the feds borrow as much as they want and can they spend
it on anything they want? Here is the backstory.
When James Madison and his colleagues wrote the Constitution, they addressed
the problem of debt. They knew governments borrow vast amounts of money to address
emergencies, usually wars — as the 13 colonies had just done. When Madison and his
colleagues were deciding upon the powers of the new federal government, they included
the power to borrow money but excluded the power to create and operate a bank.
Madison understood that the Constitution limited the power of Congress to spend
monies — whether obtained by taxes or debt — to the 17 discrete areas of governance
delegated to the federal government in the Constitution.
Thus, when Treasury Secretary Alexander Hamilton proposed a national bank,
Madison, then a congressman, argued fiercely against it. He offered that the Constitution
intentionally omitted the power to create and operate a bank because a federal bank would
tempt Congress to spend money it didn’t have on pet projects not authorized to the feds by
the Constitution.
Madison lost the argument. The First National Bank of the United States was formed
but went out of existence 20 years later. In 1816, at the end of his second presidential term,
Madison had a change of heart and reluctantly signed legislation forming the Second
National Bank of the United States. Yet, he never renounced his often-articulated fears of
Congress exceeding its constitutional bounds by spending money nowhere authorized in
the Constitution.
				*		*		*
The Supreme Court on four occasions declined to rule if Madison was correct. Then,
in 1936, the court — terrified of FDR’s court-packing threats — ruled that Congress’
taxing and spending powers are essentially unlimited so long as the funds are spent for
the common good. If this ruling is correct, then Congress can buy any thing and bribe any
person, and the restraints in the Constitution are meaningless.
This misguided ruling unleashed a torrent of federal government spending which has led
us to the present tsunami of debt — $28.1 trillion. This is not an issue of Democrats wanting
to spend and Republicans wanting the Madisonian approach. To Biden’s proposal of $2.3
trillion, Republicans have countered with offers ranging from half a trillion to $1 trillion.
Recent history shows the bipartisan addiction to debt. George W. Bush borrowed $2
trillion in eight years for the useless war in Afghanistan that Biden just ended. Donald
Trump borrowed $2 trillion in four years to pay for tax cuts and to soothe the pain caused
by unconstitutional state lockdowns during the COVID-19 pandemic. Yet, what Biden
wants is the most massive peacetime transfer of wealth in the history of the world, and
none of it is authorized by the Constitution.
That wealth will be received by poor and middle-class folks and wealthy bankers and
industrialists, all of whom will be grateful to the Democrats for the short-term cash.
Who will pay for all this?
If Biden’s proposed corporate and capital gains tax increases pass, fewer Americans
will be employed as corporations will have less money for new hiring, and investments will
suffer as the cost of their fruits will increase. And the post-pandemic economic recovery,
once anticipated at the end of the government’s unlawful lockdowns, will not materialize.
Add to this the near-certainty of inflation, and you will have Biden misery visited upon
all. Inflation will also raise the cost of government borrowing. That means Biden’s not
yet born great-grandchildren, and their unhappy generation, will be paying for Old Joe’s
profligate and unconstitutional spending.
That members of both major political parties favor this unbridled borrowing and
spending approach to government is unconstitutional and destructive but not surprising.
Giving away cash and pushing the cost onto nonvoters — generations as yet unborn —
can make members of Congress popular. It can also turn the public treasury into a public
trough. Thomas Jefferson warned of the dangers of this as it would become habit-forming
for politicians, and voters would grow to expect it.
President Woodrow Wilson borrowed $30 billion to pay for American military
involvement in the useless and unjust World War I. American taxpayers are still paying
the interest on the $30 billion. It now exceeds $15 billion. Only a government — heedless
of basic economics and unfaithful to the plain meaning of the Constitution — would pay a
50% interest rate.
But here we are paying debts that are more than 100 years old and borrowing money
as if there were no consequences. How much longer can a society last with a central
government that does not pay its bills? Why have a Constitution that limits the government
if no person or entity enforces the limitations? Why have taxes in the first place if borrowing
and deferring debt will do?
- Creators Syndicate

Go Green, Go Nuclear
(Continued from page 1)
He claims countries can power themselves with rooftop solar panels and wind. Technology
improvements did lower their prices, but what happens when the wind doesn’t blow? Or
the sun doesn’t shine?
Store energy in batteries! replies Wasserman. “We are having a major technological
and industrial revolution in battery capacity.”
Goldstein scoffs in response, “The idea that a miracle battery is going to come along
and save us is completely untested.”
By contrast, nuclear energy has been tested. It could reduce greenhouse gasses, and
provide reliable energy, if only we didn’t fear it so much.
“The whole regulatory system is crazy,” Goldstein concludes. “We’re regulating this
energy source as though it were the most dangerous thing out there, and it’s actually the
safest thing!”
(John Stossel is author of “Give Me a Break: How I Exposed Hucksters, Cheats, and
Scam Artists and Became the Scourge of the Liberal Media.”)
- Creators Syndicate
May, 2021

More Proof That Democrats
Prefer Their Moderates
A
By Froma Harrop

U.S. House special election in Louisiana just delivered victory to another Democratic
moderate. Troy Carter defeated Karen Carter Peterson, who ran well to his left. Both
candidates are state senators. Both are Black. The congressional district, weirdly drawn
to connect urban New Orleans with Baton Rouge, is the only one in Louisiana that sends a
Democrat to Congress.
Political tone was the main difference between these two Democrats, and once again, the
voters showed a preference for the moderate over the left-wing alternative. Peterson did herself
no favors by letting her campaign send out flyers picturing her opponent with former President
Donald Trump and the words “Troy Carter & his Trump supporters. Not for Us!”
New York City Democrats are now looking over a crowd of contenders vying to become
the next mayor. They have several hard-left candidates to choose from, but polls for the June
22 primary put two of the moderates way ahead — entrepreneur Andrew Yang and Brooklyn
Borough President Eric Adams. And that has some of the activists who kept telling us “the
energy of the Democratic Party is on the left” scratching their heads.
“There seems to be a mismatch between who is leading in the New York City mayoral race
and the tenor of the times that we’re supposed to be living in,” said Matthew Miles Goodrich of
the left-wing Sunrise Movement.
The cloistered left’s inability to understand just how poisonous voters find such messages
as “defund the police” makes one question its take on the tenor of the times we are actually in.
Calls to slash the police budget at a time of rising violent crime is politically foolish, if not insane.
What, other than certain obsessions on Fox News, explains the exaggerated belief that the
left dominates Democratic thought? The answer is undoubtedly the activists’ outsized presence
on social media.
“The left is very loud in the online space and Twitter,” said Lis Smith, a strategist who
worked on Pete Buttigieg’s presidential campaign and is now on Yang’s mayoral campaign.
“The Brooklyn DSA types are not a big voting bloc.” (DSA stands for Democratic Socialists of
America.)
There happen to be a lot of socially and economically conservative Democrats, especially
among Blacks and Latinos. That explains Joe Biden’s spectacular turnaround from minor
presence to front-runner during the Democratic primaries. All Biden needed for a romp
through the Southern primaries, with their heavily Black electorate, was a nod from South
Carolina Rep. Jim Clyburn.
Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, face and voice of the left, backed the loser in Louisiana. Her
enthusiastic campaigning for Bernie Sanders during the 2020 primaries didn’t get the Vermont
senator very far, either. AOC has yet to endorse a New York mayoral candidate, though her
allies in the Working Families Party have named their top three picks — all of whom remain
further down in the polls.
Both Yang and Adams have carefully staked out moderate positions on policing. Adams, a
Black former captain in the New York Police Department who was beaten by police as a teen,
seems especially suited to strike a balance between public safety and criminal justice reform.
Then there is the economy. Both Yang and Adams are friendly toward business. New Yorkers
obviously care about this, having elected multibillionaire entrepreneur Mike Bloomberg as
mayor three times.
In the Louisiana runoff, Peterson wholeheartedly supported the Green New Deal and
bashed the oil and gas industry, which happens to be one of the state’s largest industries. Carter
wisely called for carefully weaning people off fossil fuels.
As the 2022 midterms approach, Democrats would do well to turn down the volume on
Twitter and visit voters where they really live.
		
(Froma Harrop is left of center Democrat and writes for Creators Syndicate.)

Is This What You Voted For?
I

By Laura Hollis
’ve noticed that the Joe Biden voters I know personally — as well as those I have followed on
social media for some time — have grown remarkably quiet since Biden entered the White
House. I’m not talking about professionally clueless Hollywood celebrities, Democratic Party
operatives or the media (same thing), who lie daily as they provide demonstrably specious rahrahs for the senile old man who dodders around the White House, signs executive orders whose
content he doesn’t know, looks around bemusedly on speaking daises and stumbles up the Air
Force One stairs.
I’m talking about regular Americans who voted for the man.
I see hundreds of articles on Facebook and Twitter that point out what’s going on, and I keep
waiting for the full-throated endorsements of the actions taken by this administration since Jan.
20, as well as the consequences therefrom. But those who used to chime in and denounce former
President Donald Trump and predict all the wonderful things Biden was going to do say nothing
or say very little beyond “Well, at least he isn’t Trump.”
Hey, Biden voters, where are your cheers for the direction of the country under the current
president? The one we’re told 81 million of you voted for?
I find the inability to generate widespread public support of the present policies — purportedly
of the Biden administration — telling. (For the record, I don’t think Biden is running the show. We
can all speculate about who the powers behind the scene really are.) (Continued on page 12)
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Police Traffic Stops
Are a Needless Danger

D

Maxine Waters’
Anti-Cop Rhetoric
By Larry Elder

I

n June 2018, Rep. Maxine Waters, D-Calif., publicly exhorted her supporters to harass
cabinet members of the Trump administration.
At an outdoor rally in Los Angeles, Waters, with microphone in hand and amplifiers
nearby, shouted: “Let’s make sure we show up wherever we have to show up.
And if you see anybody from that Cabinet in a restaurant, in a department store, at a
gasoline station, you get out and you create a crowd. And you push back on them. And you
tell them they’re not welcome anymore, anywhere.”
In response, President Donald Trump tweeted: “Congresswoman Maxine Waters, an
extraordinarily low IQ person, has become, together with Nancy Pelosi, the Face of the
Democrat Party. She has just called for harm to supporters, of which there are many, of the
Make America Great Again movement. Be careful what you wish for Max!”
Asked by a news anchor why America “has such difficulty” in making change “when
it comes to violence and injustice done to Black people,” Waters responded, “The police, I
think, really believe, and in some ways are led to believe, that their greatest challenge and
their greatest chore is to keep, you know, Black people in their place.”
The police? All of them? Not just racist white cops? And Waters meant now, today — not
decades ago. She said police are “led to believe that their greatest challenge ... is to keep ...
Black people in their place”? Led to believe this by whom?
Is it relevant that many of our major cities have or have had Black police chiefs? Is
it relevant that many big-city police departments increasingly reflect the racial diversity of
the communities they protect and serve? Is it relevant that an increasing percentage of the
nation’s sworn police officers are officers of color, including the police chief in Minneapolis,
where George Floyd died?
According to The Washington Post: “Police departments across the country have become
less overwhelmingly white since the 1990s, according to a study published by the federal
Bureau of Justice Statistics last fall. The agency’s survey of police departments found that the
share of white non-Hispanic police fell from 78.5 percent in 1997 to 71.5 percent in 2016.”
Irresponsible attacks against the supposedly “systemically racist” police by politicians
like Waters are, in part, responsible for the “Ferguson effect,” the phenomenon of cops
pulling back from proactive policing for fear of accusations of engaging in “systemic racism.”
In reaction to anti-police protests in Chicago in 2015, then-Mayor Rahm Emanuel said
the city’s police have gone “fetal.” Emanuel said: “We have allowed our police department
to get fetal, and it is having a direct consequence. They have pulled back from the ability
to interdict. ... They don’t want to be a news story themselves; they don’t want their career
ended early; and it’s having an impact.”
He later added: “Officers themselves are telling me about how the news over the last 15
months impacted their instincts — do they stop, or do they keep driving? When I stop here, is
it going to be my career on the line?” Meanwhile, in Los Angeles County, Waters’ home base,
homicides during the first two months of 2021 were up 186% compared with 2020, according
to Fox News.
When cops pull back from proactive policing, crime goes up. By teaching young
Blacks that cops hate them, why would a young Black man comply when pulled over by a
“systemically racist” cop? And this failure to comply can turn a traffic stop into something
deadly.
Waters’ rhetoric has led to an increase in homicides in America’s cities, where the
majority of the victims are the very “people of color” she claims to care so deeply about.
© 2021 Creators Syndicate
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By Steve Chapman

riving has gotten much less dangerous over time, thanks to new safety features in
cars, better highway design and a decline in drunk driving. But that’s no solace to
motorists who face dangers of a different kind — not when they are driving, but
when they are stopped on the side of the road.
Daunte Wright, a 20-year-old African American, was fatally shot by a police officer in
Minnesota after being pulled over for an expired license tag. In Virginia, Caron Nazario, a
Black and Latino Army officer, was pepper-sprayed after being stopped for lacking a rear
license plate — though a temporary plate was affixed to his rear window.
Jenoah Donald, a 30-year-old Black man, was fatally shot by a Kentucky sheriff’s
deputy who had pulled him over for a broken taillight. And it’s impossible to forget Sandra
Bland, a 28-year-old African American, who died in 2015 in a Texas jail after being stopped
for failing to signal — and was arrested for refusing to put out her cigarette.
A lot of factors figure in these deadly incidents. Police commonly have a tendency to
target Black and Hispanic drivers for minor traffic offenses, and some cops are overly
aggressive or inept in dealing with these motorists. Curing such failings has proven to be a
difficult task.
But one solution is hiding in plain sight. None of the violence visited upon people during
police traffic stops would have occurred if there had been no police traffic stop. Instead of
focusing entirely on restraining cops in these situations, we should try to keep them out of
these situations.
Life was different until vehicular infractions became the province of police officers.
“Before the 20th century, the average American seldom came under police scrutiny,”
writes Columbia law professor Sarah Seo, author of “Policing the Open Road: How
Cars Transformed American Freedom.” “Ironically, the rise of the automobile — that
embodiment of personal freedom — vastly expanded the police’s powers over everybody
who drove or rode in a car.” Cops pull over 50,000 cars every day, 20 million per year.
Someone has to take responsibility for administering traffic laws. But there is no
compelling reason for armed police to confront individuals over petty errors and trivial
transgressions. It creates unnecessary hazards for cops and for those they stop.
It also invites discrimination. Various studies indicate that cops are more likely to stop
Black and Hispanic drivers than white ones and more likely to search their cars — even
though they are more likely to find contraband with white drivers.
				*		*		*
In a 2013 Gallup Poll, 24% of Black men aged 18 to 34 said they had been unfairly
treated by police in the last 30 days. The New York Times reported that Philando Castile,
who was shot to death by a cop in Minnesota in 2016, was pulled over 49 times in 13 years
— typically for minor infractions.
Contrary to myth, traffic enforcement is not a good method of catching crooks and
curbing crime. In Chicago, these stops yield contraband in only 1 in 555 cases.
A 2018 study of Nashville, Tennessee, by the Policing Project at the New York University
School of Law found: “Traffic stops do not appear to have a significant impact on long-term
crime trends. As the number of traffic stops declined between 2012 and 2017, crime rates
remained quite flat.” And, “Traffic stops also do not appear to have any effect on crime in
the short-term.”
Unpleasant experiences breed distrust and hostility toward cops among African
Americans and Hispanics. The simplest way to prevent such incidents is to remove police
from the picture whenever possible.
New York Attorney General Letitia James recently proposed that New York City
police cease making routine traffic stops. “Armed police officers are not needed for traffic
enforcement,” her report concluded, “particularly when the underlying conduct in question
is not criminal, such as a broken taillight, speeding, or not wearing a seatbelt.”
More use of speed and red-light cameras could greatly reduce the incidence of policedriver encounters, while promoting road safety. Unarmed traffic monitors could document
minor violations by photo or video and mail citations to offenders; they could also make
stops when necessary. Cops could be reserved for instances of dangerous driving.
In every traffic stop, the driver and the police officer face the risk of being killed, and too
often, the risk becomes a reality. Why not take both out of the line of fire?
- Creators Syndicate, Inc. © 2021

Five Years After Aliso Canyon
Toxic Gas Leak
(Continued from page 1)

And yet DPH declined to use their subpoena authority to procure the list of chemicals
exposed by the blowout. Obtaining the chemical list is no longer being driven by science,
it’s about what’s the political agenda.”
 	 CAG member Andrew Krowne added, “No logical, educated person could
interpret this goals and priorities draft as having a significant emphasis on clinical,
physical exams, which is the bedrock, unwavering demand of the Community
Advisory Group, the neighborhood councils of the affected areas and the community
at large. Therefore the CAG has no choice but to declare no confidence in the current
path that the study is on.”
 	 “You have to understand, our community fought tooth and nail to have this study
done,” said Brandii Grace, resident of Porter Ranch. “And we fought for this because
so many of our neighbors, our friends and our family have suffered from a variety
of ailments ranging from chronic nosebleeds to terminal cancers. For many of these
people, the worst part is simply not knowing for sure if the blowout is the source of
their loved ones’ suffering. This health study is supposed to be about giving our grieving
community the answers we desperately need.”
 	 “A ‘robust health study’ by any definition requires a list of the chemicals of
exposure,” said former SOC member Jeffrey Nordella. “The lack of knowledge of
these chemicals mandates a patient-centric study evaluating organ systems within the
exposed party to see if there has been damage. Anything short of this is simply not a
robust health study.”
 	 The ACDHRS was initiated after a $25 million settlement in August 2018 between
SoCalGas and State, County, and City agencies. Over three years later, LADPH has
failed to properly define the goals and priorities of this study to meet the stated health
research needs of the San Fernando Valley community.
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Jesus is the
Good Shepherd
By Pastor Dudley C. Rutherford
- Shepherd of the Hills

J

esus is the fulfillment of Psalm 23, which is one of the most well-known, oftquoted psalms of all time. Line by line, it is astonishing to see all the ways that
Jesus Christ fulfilled the words of this great and prophetic psalm. It shows us—a
thousand years before the Messiah was even born—that He would lovingly provide
for, guide, heal, and protect every person who puts their faith and trust in Him. Are
you in need of provision? How about guidance in the storms and uncertainties of life?
How about spiritual, physical, or relational healing? How about protection?
If any of these ring true for you, I want to encourage you to trust in the Good
Shepherd for four reasons:

3. The Shepherd prepares, bestows favor, and blesses. Psalm 23:5 reads, “You prepare a table before me in the presence of my enemies. You anoint my head with oil;   my
cup overflows.” Here we see God’s abundant favor and blessing bestowed upon those
who acknowledge and revere Him. Jesus said He is going up to Heaven to prepare a
place for us (John 14:2-3), and He describes Heaven as a great banquet (in Luke 14:1524). The oil and an overflowing cup are also symbols of favor and blessing.
Barnes’ Notes on the Bible explains that “the custom of anointing the head
on festival occasions, as an indication of prosperity and rejoicing.” Joy and
rejoicing come with the Shepherd’s preparation, blessing, and favor!

1. The Good Shepherd lays down His life for the sheep. When we
have Jesus, we shall not want because He is the Living Water (John 7:37)
and the Bread of Life (John 6:35). He satisfies the longings of every heart
and every soul. This truth is described by King David of Israel when he
wrote in Psalm 23:1, “The Lord is my shepherd, I shall not want” (Psalm
23:1), which foreshadowed Jesus’s words in John 10:11, “I am the good
shepherd. The good shepherd lays down his life for the sheep.” Jesus laid
down His life on the cross as a sacrifice for the sins of everyone who puts
their faith and trust in Him (see John 10:17-18).

4. God’s goodness and mercy will follow you all the days of your life.
This is the first half of the promise of Psalm 23:6. The word “follow” comes
from the Hebrew word radaph, which means “to chase down.” The Good
Shepherd pursues you relentlessly, just as an earthly shepherd would pursue a lost sheep from his flock. Jesus describes this very situation in Luke
15 in the Parable of the Lost Sheep, in which a shepherd left his ninety-nine
sheep to go after the one sheep that was lost—and he rejoiced greatly when
that sheep was found. God’s mercy and lovingkindness will hunt you down, no
matter your past mistakes. So, why waste your time running away from God? Let Him
clean you up, protect, lead, and guide you in this life and for all eternity (“and I will
dwell in the house of the Lord forever” the second half of the promise of verse six). No
place is safer than in the Shepherd’s care.
		
(Pastor Dudley Rutherford is the author of Compelled: The Irresistible Call to Share Your
Faith (available everywhere books are sold online) and the senior pastor of Shepherd Church,
which has three campuses in the Greater Los Angeles area. You can watch services online or
connect with Dudley at www.LiftUpJesus.com and on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.)

2. When the Shepherd is near, there is no need to fear. Psalm 23:4 declares that,
“Even though I walk through the darkest valley, I will fear no evil, for you are with
me…” One of the shepherd’s jobs is to protect his sheep from danger—whether it
is predators, perilous landscape, bad weather, or thieves. Jesus, the Good Shepherd,
protects His sheep as well. When we follow Him, there is no need to fear because all
authority has been given to Him (Matthew 28:18). He conquered sin and death (2
Timothy 1:10), and He is the light of the world (John 8:12).

Bank of
Los Angeles:
Here We Go Again
By Jack Humphreville

C

ITY WATCH - Charter Amendment B: Shall the City
Charter be amended to allow the City to establish a
municipal financial institution or bank?
In November of 2018, 56% of the voters rejected
Charter Amendment B despite the endorsement of Mayor
Eric Garcetti and twelve members of the City Council.  But
the voters made the right choice because according to the
Los Angeles Times, “Charter Amendment B is one of the
most ill-conceived, half-baked ballot measures to come out
of City Hall in years, and that’s saying something.”  
Nevertheless, the proponents of the Bank of Los
Angeles (including Councilmembers Bonin, Raman,
Rodriguez, and de Leon) are once again proposing to
establish a municipally owned bank. And this time they are
claiming that voter approval is not necessary according to
a memorandum prepared by the Kaufman Legal Group,
the consigliere for many of our local politicians. Of course,
this runs contrary to a promise by former City Council
President Herb Wesson and the opinion of the City
Attorney and the Chief Legislative Analyst.
The proponents of the Bank of Los Angeles will claim that
the bank will help the recovery of the LA economy by financing
local infrastructure projects, renewable energy, and affordable
housing, which, in turn, will create good paying and union jobs.
At the same time, the bank will save the City millions in interest
expense and be a cash cow for the City’s budget.  
On the other hand, critics will say that a public bank
is an exceptionally risky proposition given the large capital
requirements, the exorbitant start-up expenses, loan
losses (especially those associated with pet projects of the
political establishment and their cronies), the high cost
of a data processing operation, the complex regulatory
requirements mandated by the FDIC (Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation), and the need for an experienced
management team and independent oversight.
But rather than debate the pros and cons of the municipally
owned Bank of Los Angeles in the press, the City needs to follow
up on the recommendations of the Chief Legislative Analyst to
hire an independent consultant to conduct a “policy, fiscal, and
economic analysis related to the formation of a public bank
serving the City of Los Angeles.”   
This independent analysis needs to overcome the
perception that a “public bank is a vehicle for politicians to
divert legislatively designated funds into a blind pool to fund
noneconomic pet projects and loans to politically connected,
uncreditworthy borrowers that will result in significant losses
that will have an adverse impact on the bank’s ability to
continue as a going concern.”
Unlike the process in 2018 where the City Council
placed Measure B on the ballot without doing any analysis,
proponents such as Councilmen Mike Bonin and Paul Koretz
will be well advised to have a good understanding of the
economics and risks associated with the municipally owned
Bank of Los Angeles before placing the legally required
measure on the ballot.   
(Jack Humphreville writes LA Watchdog for
CityWatch.)
May, 2021
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New Airline
at Burbank Airport

A

velo Airlines, the first new mainline airline to launch in the United States
in nearly 15 years, carried its first passengers from the Hollywood
Burbank Airport to Santa Rosa, April 29.
``Our first flight represents far more than a 90-minute journey from
LA’s iconic Hollywood Burbank Airport to the Sonoma County Airport in
the heart of California wine country -- we’re embarking on a new era of
choice, convenience and everyday low fares,’’ Avelo Chairman and CEO
Andrew Levy said.
The plane took off at 10:30 a.m. and landed at the Charles M. Schulz Sonoma County Airport at 11:55 a.m.
Additionally, flight XP 101 departs Burbank daily at 3:40 p.m. and
arrive in Santa Rosa at 5:05 p.m. and flight XP 102 leaves Santa Rosa daily
at 5:45 p.m. and arrives in Burbank at 7:20 p.m.
Daily flights start at $19 and use a 189-seat Boeing 737-800 aircraft.
			*		*		*

Caitlyn Jenner
to Run for Governor

O

lympic gold medal winner-turned reality TV star Caitlyn Jenner has filed paperwork
to run for governor of California in a likely recall election of Gov. Gavin Newsom later
this year.
``California has been my home for nearly 50 years. I came here because I knew that
anyone, regardless of their background or station in life, could turn their dreams into reality.
But for the past decade, we have seen the glimmer of the Golden State reduced by one-party
rule that places politics over progress and special interests over people,’’ Jenner said in a
statement.
``...I have been a compassionate disruptor throughout my life, from representing the
United States and winning a gold medal at the Olympics to helping advance the movement
for equality. As Californians, we face a now-or-never opportunity to fundamentally fix our
state before it’s too late. Taking on entrenched Sacramento politicians and the special interests
that fund them requires a fighter who isn’t afraid to do what is right. I am a proven winner
and the only outsider who can put an end to Gavin Newsom’s disastrous time as governor.’’
Organizers of the recall effort have focused on Newsom’s handling of the coronavirus
pandemic, criticizing the governor’s lockdown measures as too restrictive.
Jenner latched onto that theme, saying, ``Small businesses have been devastated because
of the over-restrictive lockdown. An entire generation of children have lost a year of education

``This new route will help stimulate demand to the region and allow
travelers to skip Bay Area traffic,’’ Levy said. ``They can land in the heart of
California’s wine country and be on their way to over 425 vineyards and 55
miles of majestic Pacific coastline just a few steps from the gate.’’
The Hollywood Burbank Airport welcomed the new airline, saying, ``we look forward
to welcoming their customers from Santa Rosa, as they experience the most convenient
way to visit Los Angeles and Southern California.’’
Avelo began service three times a week between Burbank and the Pasco, Washington,
airport, which is the largest in the southeastern Washington/northeastern Oregon region.
Flights to Pasco will depart at 8 a.m. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays and will
depart Pasco for Burbank at 11 a.m. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
Avelo also began service four times a week between Burbank and the Bozeman
Yellowstone International Airport in Montana. Those flights will leave Burbank on
Sundays, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays at 8 a.m. and leave Bozeman the same days
at 12:05 p.m.
Avelo will expand by late May to 11 total destination including Arcata-Eureka,
Redding; Bend-Redmond, Eugene and Medford, Oregon; Grand Junction, Colorado;
Phoenix-Mesa, Arizona; and Ogden-Salt Lake City, Utah.
and have been prevented from going back to school, participating in activities, or
socializing with their friends. Taxes are too high, killing jobs, hurting families, and putting
an especially heavy burden on our most vulnerable people. This isn’t the California we
know. This is Gavin Newsom’s California, where he orders us to stay home but goes out
to dinner with his lobbyist friends.’’
The recall requires valid signatures from 1,495,709 registered voters, 12% of the
12,464,235 votes cast in the 2018 gubernatorial election, according to the Secretary of
State’s Office.
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USC: Brain Changes
After Traumatic Injuries

B

rain changes in people with Alzheimer’s disease and in
those with mild traumatic brain injuries have significant
similarities, suggesting new ways to identify patients at
high risk for the progressive disease that destroys memory and
other important mental functions, according to
a USC study.
Traumatic brain injuries -- TBIs -- which affect over 1.7
million Americans every year, are often followed by changes in
brain structure and function and by cognitive problems such
as memory deficits, impaired social function and difficulty
with decision-making. Although mild TBI -- also known as
concussion -- is a known risk factor for Alzheimer’s disease,
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Recently I wrote about CD14’s Kevin De León’s setting up of shelters in two locations to temporarily house increase the marginal tax rate from 13.3%, already the highest in th
integrate new information and adapt one’s behavior to new
the homeless:
According
to its sponsors,
this levy would raise almost $7 billion a y
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other deficits.
“As part of his far-reaching plan to combat homelessness in Los Angeles, CD 14 Councilmember Kevin de León
recently filed a motion that could bring small, prefabricated housing units to two locations in Northeast LA. One location,
politici
in Eagle Rock, is the city-owned parking lot at 7541 N. Figueroa Street next to the on/off ramps of the 134 Freeway.”  
propos
The problem with the two locations he chose was that they were both placed next to freeway onramps with
first “W
contaminated air, which was contrary to Judge Carter’s ruling. So what else is new?
Separate from those issues, I think the provider of these shelters is on to something. Called simply Pallet, they
ITY
approach temporary homeless lodging from a different perspective.
Ang
Pallet
Mos
Based in Washington state, the company has a high percentage of employees who themselves were homeless
and slots
and/or incarcerated. As one of their staff wrote:
The
“We know what it takes to end homelessness, because we have experienced — and have overcome — homelessness
seen sing
ourselves. Our shelters were designed by people with lived experience in homelessness, and the majority of
recover.
employees who build Pallet’s shelters have lived experience in homelessness, addiction, or incarceration.”
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Their goal is simple -- to end homelessness and at the same time build a non-traditional workforce which
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includes them. Take a minute and browse their website. It’s a breath of fresh air compared to the traditional LA
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City solution of involuntary displacement of the homeless.
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The cool thing is that the two most affordable shelters can be put up in a few hours using non- traditional
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at all. On
workers who themselves have experienced homelessness, and after they have served their purpose, the homes can
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be broken down, folded up, and stored for future deployment.
Day.
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As of this writing, the 64 sq. ft. shelter is around $5000, for which you get:
from
health aem
“refabricated at Pallet’s factory headquarters, the shelters are shipped on a wood pallet in seven panel pieces.
expertSo
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Pallet’s shelters are built in less than one hour with minimal tools.
to 12
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Mea
Outfitted with beds, climate control, safety features, electricity, and more, they’re ready for resident move-in.”
a month
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Not a bad deal, and the larger (100 sq. ft.) shelter works for a family.  
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Homeless Living in LA City
Parks and Beaches?
Where Will the Children Play?

C

L.A. County D.A. Gascon
Inching Toward Recall

C

By Kenneth S. Alpern

ITY WATCH - A funny thing just happened...except it was not, and is not, so funny.
We turned everything upside down and decided that laws and those who enforce
them are BAD. And criminals and the lawless are GOOD. So funny things happened!
After a police chief and then appointed Attorney General George Gascón left San
Francisco absolutely hated by the Association of Deputy District Attorneys, it was noted that
demoralized prosecutors and law enforcement there saw an exploding level of lawlessness in
his wake.  
Who KNEW?
1) But it’s a trend in our nation, as billionaire George Soros was deemed by wokesters all
over America to be OOOOOOOOO-KAY after decrying those HORRIBLE Koch Brothers,
and were happy to let this socialist, leftist wackadoodle run elections and take over the police
and law enforcement all over our once law-abiding country.
2) To that point, a cop-killer was appointed to help design police reform in New York...as
violent crime explodes ever upward.
I mean...who KNEW?
1) The response to LA County D.A Gascón disbanding “Hardcore Gang” and “Major
Narcotics” units?  
2) And as, the sheriffs and Hardcore Gang unit specialists who protect us responding in
fury to Gascón’s attempts to scrap their efforts while gang violence and crime goes up and
branded a “suicide pact” by police.
The results and responses, upside-down as they are, came back as expected:
1) LA Police Chief decries an explosive crime increase (2021 saw 59 shooting victims,
while 2020 saw only 7 last year...all during the ongoing pandemic), and raises the alarm.
2) The LA Times opines against “archaic ‘tough on crime’ holdouts refusing to let
George Gascón do his job while a state superior judge handed a partial victory to Gascón’s
subordinates who are guilty of opposing Gascón’s arbitrary attempts to a massive reduction
in prison sentences and supporting widescale releases of criminals.
I mean...who KNEW?
And as the disaster to embracing the homeless over the rights of law-abiding citizens
results in an explosion of opposition.
1) A misguided, ill-advised “talk to the hand” approach by the LA City Council while
conservatives, liberals, and independents are freaking out?
2) A dramatic signature gathering for a potential George Gascón recall.
But while many Angelenos are flooding the website to recall Gascón the obvious question
goes out:
What the hell were those who voted Gascón in thinking? Were they ignorant of his past?
Did they fall prey to the dramatic funding of his campaign?
So, a whole bunch of Angelenos are wondering the cause and effect of the Gascón election
and a dramatic decrease in our quality of life, coupled with an accompanying dramatic
increase in lawlessness!
So, to all the question goes out:
Who freaking KNEW?
(Kenneth S. Alpern, M.D, is a dermatologist who writes for CityWatch. The views expressed
in this article are solely those of Dr. Alpern.)

L

Councilman John Lee
Launches Grants For
H.S. Students

os Angeles Councilman John Lee announced a partnership with The Change Reaction
nonprofit to provide financial assistance to high school students in his district whose
families have been hard hit by the COVID-19 pandemic.
The pilot program, Project Elevate, will give a total of $25,000 in grants and subsidies to
students for their college application and testing fees, which Lee’s office said sometimes cost
students hundreds or thousands of dollars.
``Government interventions and assistance have focused on helping people to meet their
necessities for daily living,’’ said Lee, who represents parts of the northwestern and western
San Fernando Valley. ``But oftentimes, the needs of students get lost in the bigger struggle
for survival. I’m so proud to announce this new program in partnership with The Change
Reaction,
which will help our talented and aspiring college bound youth focus on what is most important
May, 2021

By Matthew Hetz

ITY WATCH LA - Echo Park is no stranger to me. As a boy in the early 1960s, my
family would go there, a favorite of my dad who worked downtown and knew the park.
It is a special park, a gem, nestled in a glen, giving the feeling of being far removed
from the rest of the city. I take out-of-town visitors there.
It is no wonder the group homeless people recently removed from the park found it so
appealing. I last visited the Echo Park Lake, pre-COVID lockdown, on a Sunday afternoon
spilling into the early evening. It was filled with people, which could easily number toward
or over a thousand. It was a community of families, of younger and older adults. There
were street vendors.
The park was filled with people and their children, many of whom seem to be from
nearby areas where low-income residents live, some with maybe more than one family to a
residence. Here they could escape their cramped quarters to relax and let their children out
in the air to be children.
Echo Park accommodated this large number of people, but the homeless encampment
with their tents, outside kitchens and storage areas, were taking up a far greater amount of
space. This squeezed out, and indeed prohibited the usual large gatherings of people, many
of whom in our COVID age are called essential workers.
With schools under COVID pandemic closure, children have been locked in their
cramped home quarters, and with Echo Park becoming a homeless community, their one
local place to get outside and let loose was no longer available. COVID shutdowns have
led to documented increases in abuse in the home, as well as mental illnesses and suicide.
An escape from crowded spaces, needed our mental health -- particularly for our children
-- had been given over to a smaller-numbered community of homeless individuals.
Like many who question the City’s permissiveness in allowing homeless camps in
parks, I am not immune to the ordeals of the homeless. But parks by their nature are to be
shared by all, not one class of people. The homeless need help, but the rest of the city cannot
be forgotten.
The few hundred homeless in the park take up space that could accommodate over a
thousand others wanting to use the park for recreation. They are equally a community, and
equally deserving of using the park.
				*		*		*
 	 In my life I have played in other LA City parks -- baseball on the baseball diamonds,
basketball in the gymnasiums, or just walked among the trees, wandering in open space.
Parks offer mental and emotional health benefits to counteract the ever-increasing density of
Los Angeles. Indeed, this past Easter, Griffith Park was temporarily closed because of crowd
size. This was not a COVID issue, but every Easter the park is filled beyond safe capacity.          
Los Angeles is well known for its lack of park space relative to its (growing) population,
so these parks must be kept open for all. They must serve the greatest number of people, and
homeless encampments do not serve the greatest number of people in Echo Park, or other city
parks.           
In the Echo Park neighborhood, crime increased with the encampment. And it wasn’t
safe for the homeless people living there who suffered assaults from outsiders. Why would
the city, or anyone else, support having a community that is attacked and assaulted, and
conversely creates more crime?           
   	 Summer is coming, and if we continue to gain against COVID, the city’s residents, restless
from already one COVID summer lockdown, will be a force ready to get out and go to the
city’s parks. If the parks are filled with homeless communities facing an onslaught of people
itching to get out and go to park, tension between the two could arise. I hope not, but the city
and others supporting homeless communities in parks need to be aware of the other side.           
In medicine, the overlying creed is, “Do no harm.” By keeping the homeless in the city’s
parks, which are meant for all of its people, the city and urban theorists may be doing harm
to the homeless and to the people of the city.           
The homeless need help, and they need to refer to God’s favor toward those who help
themselves. They need services. They need to have a place off the streets. But in serving the
homeless, the right of the rest of the city’s residents to experience parks and beaches cannot be
ignored. Helping the homeless community should not come at the expense of the far greater
number living in the many other communities. Do no harm.
(Matthew Hetz is a Los Angeles native. He is a transit rider and advocate, a composer,
music instructor, and former member and president and executive director of the Culver City
Symphony Orchestra. He is a CityWatch contributor.)  Edited for CityWatch by Linda Abrams.        

L

Unemployment Dips

os Angeles County’s seasonally adjusted unemployment rate dipped to 11.3% in
March, down from a revised 11.5% in February, according to figures released by the
state Employment Development Department.
The 11.3% rate was still well above the pre-pandemic rate of 5.4% in March 2020.
Statewide, the seasonally adjusted unemployment rate was 8.3% in March, down from
8.5% in February, but also well above the 4.5% rate from March 2020. The comparable
estimates for the nation were 6 % in March, 6.2 % in February and 4.5 % in March 2020.
According to the EDD, total nonfarm employment in Los Angeles County increased
by 34,200 jobs between February and March to reach about 4.1 million. The leisure and
hospitality sector led the way with 13,300 jobs.
-- their futures.’’
The grants are available for working- and middle-class students who do not meet
income thresholds for financial assistance, which is less than $50,000 for a family of four.
Lee’s office noted that families that earn just $100 over the income guidelines are left out of
financial assistance and have to pay full fees for everything.
``There are often supports for the lowest-income and most vulnerable individuals and
families in need, but not necessarily for those who are right at the cusp of falling into a much
more serious financial crisis,’’ Wade Trimmer, Executive Director of The Change Reaction,
said. ``Our organization focuses on targeting assistance to people at the right moment,
because that can really make a difference in the trajectory of their lives.’’
Los Angeles Unified School District Local District Northwest Director Mary Melvin
spoke today in support of the program, noting that the program offers students hope after a
difficult year in which many have experienced loss due to the pandemic.  
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Who Votes GOP?
By Dick Morris

I

f our electoral and political history proves anything
it is that people change when they arrive on these
shores.
Two centuries ago, the Anglo-Saxon Americans
feared the arrival of Irish worried that their Catholicism
would lead them to the left and constitute a revolutionary
minority undermining our country.
A century and a half ago, Italian- Americans were
seen as leftist revolutionaries, bomb throwers, akin to the
likes of anarchists Sacco and Vanzetti, who were said to
be behind plots to destroy our society.
Now, Irish-Americans and Italian-Americans are no
longer leftists, but more often side with the Republican
Party.
One hundred years ago, when women got the vote,
men argued that their votes were being replaced by those
of women who they said were less knowledgeable, more
emotional, less stable and constituted a threat to our
Republic. While women are about ten points more likely
to vote Democrat, it is a gross oversimplification to say
that they have “replaced” male voters.
Now, the argument goes that Hispanics and Latinos
coming in over the southern border will become automatic
Democratic votes changing the face of American politics.
But this view is just wrong. The 2020 election proves
the exact opposite. The Republican share of the Latino
vote increased from about 28% to 34% and led the GOP
to victory in the swing state of Florida and cemented
their hold on Texas.
Asian-Americans, likewise, swung sharply toward
the Republican Party in 2020 (that’s why the Biden
Administration tries to hype fear of anti-Asian hate
crimes, to use it to whip them back into line).
Hispanic voters have learned, firsthand, what
socialism, corruption and leniency toward drug dealers
leads to. When they see and hear radical leftists demeaning
America’s heroes — who they have long themselves
admired — like Washington, Jefferson, and Lincoln, they
know what crazy radical policies will follow.
The American electorate is not linear. You can’t just
assign voter blocks to different ideologies and assume
that they will fall in line. Blacks and Jews, for the most
part, have been consistently Democratic, but even here,
the GOP’s share of the African-American vote has risen
from 5% in 2012 to 9% in 2016 to 12% in 2020 and the
Orthodox, who are a third of all Jews, are almost solidly
Republican these days.
- Jewish World Review
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Black Lives Matter Co-Founder Cashes In
By Larry Elder,
Creators Syndicate

P

atrisse Cullors is a co-founder of Blacks Lives Matter. About her background, she said in 2015: “The first thing, I
think, is that we actually do have an ideological frame. Myself and Alicia (Garza, BLM co-founder) in particular are
trained organizers.”
Cullors also said: “We are trained Marxists. We are super-versed on, sort of, ideological theories. And I think that
what we really tried to do is build a movement that could be utilized by many, many black folk.”
Cullors, the self-described “trained Marxist,” appears to be doing quite well for herself. Last year, she signed a major
Hollywood production deal. Variety reported: “The co-founder of Black Lives Matter has signed her first ... overall deal
with Warner Bros. Television Group.
Characterized as multi-year and wide-ranging, the pact will see Cullors develop and produce original programming
across all platforms, including broadcast, cable and streaming.” Her first overall deal? So much for that “from each
according to his ability, to each according to his needs” stuff.
The value of the deal remains undisclosed. But Cullors recently purchased a $1.4 million home in Topanga Canyon,
with a white population of 88.2% and a Black population of 0.4%, according to the 2010 census. Not exactly the ‘hood.
According to public records, this is just one of three homes that Cullors owns in the Los Angeles area.
Cullors may just be getting warmed up. According to the New York Post: “(Cullors) also eyed property in the
Bahamas at an ultra-exclusive resort where Justin Timberlake and Tiger Woods both have homes. ... Luxury apartments
and townhouses at the beachfront Albany resort outside Nassau are priced between $5 million and $20 million, according
to a local agent.”
					*		*		*
Meanwhile, of the estimated $90 million donated to Black Lives Matter Global Network Foundation in 2020, Michael
Brown Sr., the father of the man killed by a Ferguson police officer, says he has received just $500 from BLM affiliates.
Brown Sr. asked: “Why hasn’t my family’s foundation received any assistance from the movement? How could you leave
the families who are helping the community without any funding?”
The Associated Press reported: “The foundation said it committed $21.7 million in grant funding to official and
unofficial BLM chapters, as well as 30 Black-led local organizations. It ended 2020 with a balance of more than $60 million.
... The foundation’s expenses were approximately $8.4 million — that includes staffing, operating and administrative costs,
along with activities such as civic engagement, rapid response and crisis intervention.”
Hawk Newsome, the head of Black Lives Matter Greater New York City — which is not affiliated with Cullors’ BLM
Global Network Foundation — now calls “an independent investigation” into the finances of Cullors’ BLM. Newsome
said, “If you go around calling yourself a socialist, you have to ask how much of her own personal money is going to
charitable causes.”
As for Cullors’ mentor, here is what Karl Marx wrote about private property and the acquisition of wealth: “You are
horrified at our intending to do away with private property.
But in your existing society, private property is already done away with for nine-tenths of the population; its existence
for the few is solely due to its non-existence in the hands of those nine-tenths. You reproach us, therefore, with intending to
do away with a form of property, the necessary condition for whose existence is the non-existence of any property for the
immense majority of society.
“In one word, you reproach us with intending to do away with your property. Precisely so: that is just what we intend.”
Apparently, Ms. Cullors, the self-described “trained Marxist,” skipped class that day.

Biden Recognizes Armenian Genocide
H

undreds of people gathered in Beverly Hills and Hollywood to mark the 106th anniversary of the beginning of
the mass killing of Armenians by Turkish forces during World War I, and to celebrate President Joe Biden’s
formal recognition of the atrocities as a genocide.
Biden became the first U.S. president to officially call the killings a genocide, fulfilling a long lobbying effort by
the Armenian-American community.
A crowd gathered near Cedars Sinai Medical Center on Wilshire and La Cienega boulevards, waving Armenian
and American flags. A rally was held at the Turkish Consulate on 8500 Wilshire Blvd. Beverly Hills police, where
Wilshire Boulevard was temporarily closed in both directions from La Cienega to Stanley Drive.
Another crowd numbering in the hundreds gathered on Hollywood Boulevard near Western Avenue in Hollywood.
More than 200,000 people of Armenian descent live in Los Angeles County, making the Southland home to the
largest Armenian community outside of Armenia.
Glendale hosted its 20th annual Armenian Genocide Commemoration Event in a virtual format. The ceremony
was live streamed on the city’s Facebook and Instagram pages, as well as its YouTube channel.
``Each year on this day, we remember the lives of all those who died in the Ottoman-era Armenian genocide
and recommit ourselves to preventing such an atrocity from ever again occurring,’’ Biden said in an official White
House statement. ``Beginning on April 24, 1915, with the arrest of Armenian intellectuals and community leaders in
Constantinople by Ottoman authorities, one and a half million Armenians were deported, massacred, or marched to
their deaths in a campaign of extermination. We honor the victims of the Meds Yeghern so that the horrors of what
happened are never lost to history. And we remember so that we remain ever-vigilant against the corrosive influence
of hate in all its forms.
``Of those who survived, most were forced to find new homes and new lives around the world, including in the
United States. With strength and resilience, the Armenian people survived and rebuilt their community. Over the
decades Armenian immigrants have enriched the United States in countless ways, but they have never forgotten
the tragic history that brought so many of their ancestors to our shores. We honor their story. We see that pain. We
affirm the history. We do this not to cast blame but to ensure that what happened is never repeated,’’ the statement
continued.
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The ‘Cloud of Suspicion’ –
L.A. City Attorney’s Office

By Carol Newman
ITY WATCH LA - The last few years have been difficult for the Office of the City
Attorney (OCA) headed by Mike Feuer, as evidenced by a series of embarrassing and
ethically challenged developments that also, directly or indirectly, have a potentially
serious impact on the City’s budget.
In 2015, after a new billing system implemented by the Department of Water and
Power (DWP) resulted in overcharges to many DWP customers, DWP customers filed a
class action lawsuit against the City of Los Angeles arising out of the problems with the
billing system. The lead plaintiff in this lawsuit was Antwon Jones, a Van Nuys resident. In
July 2017, the City reached a $67 million settlement of that case.
Concurrently, the City filed a lawsuit against PricewaterhouseCoopers (PWC),
alleging that the consulting firm had been responsible for the billing system glitches. As the
responsible attorney for the City in most civil matters brought both by and against the City,
the OCA was involved in supervising both matters.  
In the course of PWC’s defense to the lawsuit brought against it by the City, PWC
discovered evidence in 2019 that the City’s class action lawsuit against the DWP had
been compromised. An attorney named Paul Paradis had been retained by the OCA to
work as special counsel in the lawsuit against PWC. PWC discovered that this same Paul
Paradis was also the lawyer who contacted Antwon Jones to be the lead plaintiff in the class
action suit, but Paradis had never disclosed that relationship to the court. Other attorneys
appeared in court for Jones – not Paradis.
In short, Paradis’s involvement in that lawsuit – an obvious conflict of interest in that
he had both been representing someone making a claim against the City and at the same
time representing the City in related lawsuits arising out of the same set of facts – had been
covered up.
PWC asserted in court documents that the OCA took part in a fraudulent scheme
to control the outcome of the class action lawsuit by causing the class action lawsuit to
be settled in a manner favorable to the City at the expense and to the detriment of the
taxpayers.   
Representatives of the OCA denied that the City and Mr. Feuer were involved in or
aware of this alleged scheme and pointed the finger of blame at two outside attorneys the
City had hired: Paradis and another attorney named Paul Kiesel. However, the problem
with this is that Kiesel is a former President of the Los Angeles County Bar Association and
is highly regarded in the profession.  
Attorneys who are ethically compromised ordinarily do not get to be presidents of the
largest county bar association in the world. Kiesel has denied wrongdoing and contended
that his work was done at the express direction of the OCA, which the OCA has denied.  
Paradis, for his part, received contracts, including a $30 million no-bid contract, from
the City to allegedly fix the billing system, over the strong objections of City employees.
This raised the possibility – at least – that he had received either a bribe or a reward from
the City for what appears to be a clear conflict of interest.  
This unsavory set of facts obviously causes an ethical problem for the OCA.
Representatives of the OCA denied that the OCA was involved with or aware of the alleged
fraudulent scheme. This raises a conundrum for the OCA – if responsible officials in the
OCA in fact weren’t aware of this, why weren’t they? Why did they not have sufficient
checks and balances in place to spot what the attorneys for PWC were quick to see?
In June 2019, the judge handling the PWC lawsuit, the Hon. Elihu Berle, appointed
a former federal prosecutor, Edward Robbins, to investigate the settlement, the contracts
awarded to Paradis, and payments made to the attorneys. Judge Berle said at a hearing
earlier in 2019 that PWC “has presented sufficient evidence to establish a prima facie case
of fraud by the city and its counsel.”
In July 2019, the FBI raided the OCA and the DWP, seeking information relating
to the billing litigation. At the time, representatives of the U.S. Attorney’s Office said that
an investigation was ongoing. At the time this article is being written, no results of that
investigation have yet been announced.  
The City dropped the lawsuit against PWC in September 2019.

C

				*		*		*
In November 2019, Robbins found that ethical violations and fraud were committed
by unnamed attorneys in the class action case.
In June 2020, PWC’s attorneys said that they would seek at least $8 million in sanctions
against the City for the “obstructionist discovery tactics” in which PWC alleged the OCA had
engaged to “hide its wrongdoing.” On October 6, 2020, the L.A. Superior Court ordered the
City to pay a $2.5 million fine, stating that there had been “serious abuse of discovery by the
city and its counsel” in the DWP case, which merited “considerable sanctions.”
This is an extremely high and very unusual sanction which must now be paid by the
taxpayers.  
A few days after this ruling, it was disclosed that an attorney who had helped oversee
the settlement of the class action case, Jim Clark, left the OCA several weeks earlier. The
Los Angeles Times said in its article about this attorney’s resignation: “City Hall remains
under a cloud of suspicion after questions about the city’s handling of two lawsuits that
emerged from billing problems at the DWP.” Another attorney who was involved in the
case, Thom Peters, left the office in 2019.
Subsequently, on December 21, 2020, Antwon Jones filed a lawsuit against the City,
Feuer, Clark, and Peters contending that the City had used him as a “pawn,” had conspired
with Paradis to obtain a collusive settlement by soliciting him to be a plaintiff and had
committed fraud on the court. The Jones lawsuit alleges violations of civil rights and waste
of taxpayer funds by the City.
The suit asks the court to, among other things, order Feuer, Clark, and Peters to
reimburse the City for “illegal and wasteful expenditures of public funds,” including the
cost of a $176,000.00 taxpayer-funded ethics review sought by Feuer after PWC made its
allegations of fraud.
Another DWP customer, Dennis Bradshaw, also sued the City in 2019 alleging that the
City colluded with Jones’s attorneys to deprive class members of their rights against DWP.
While these facts may be bad for Mr. Feuer’s anticipated mayoral run and unhelpful
for the career aspirations of the OCA’s attorneys, they also have a potentially detrimental
impact on the City budget. The OCA is, or should be, the bulwark against the flood of
liability claims that are annually made against the City and that usually are paid out of the
City’s General Fund (i.e., taxpayer money). The OCA not only handles such claims and
the lawsuits that result from them, but also must recommend to the City Council which
lawsuits to take to trial and which to settle.  
In the 2017-18 fiscal year, the City paid out about $200 million in settlements and
judgments, more than the City spent on its libraries or fixing its streets. This included 30
settlements of $1 million or more.  
The 2018-19 expenditures for liability claims against the City exceeded $103 million
(2019-20 Blue Book, p. 931), and expenditures for the 2019-20 fiscal year were expected to
be over $114 million. (2020-21 Blue Book, p. 431.)  
The surging cost of legal payouts in recent years – much higher than in years past
-- has been a drain on the City budget. While no one is contending that the OCA can singlehandedly reverse this trend, and seasoned litigators understand that decisions whether to
try or settle a case can be very difficult, the tarnished reputation of the OCA cannot help
May, 2021
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this situation. The OCA should be defending the City against claims, not adding to them.
The OCA must strive to re-establish its credibility and reputation as a public law firm with
integrity to rebuild its standing with the court, with potential claimants who may be encouraged
to file liability claims as a result of this bad publicity, and with potential juries (readers of the
news reports) who will have the right to determine City liability going forward.
(Carol Newman in a member of the Budget Advocates. Prepped for CityWatch by Linda
Abrams.)
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Can Impact Lung Function
Easter at Shepherd Church
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Is This What You Voted For?

It’s as if the primary (or only) motivation behind support for
Biden last year was a knee-jerk “anybody but Trump” reaction.
But with Donald Trump no longer present as a lightning rod for
media ire and the dutiful hysteria of the schools of fish that follow
along, the enthusiasm for Biden (such as it was) has waned in the
face of reality.
And what an unpleasant reality it is.
Biden has a history of untruthfulness that continues. He
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administration’s
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of millions of COVID-19 vaccine doses produced. He lies about
U.S. COVID deaths, about the tax bill Trump passed as president
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scientist & Professor at Texas Tech University and Rev. Dr.
Richard Lyon, Psychotherapist & Presbyterian Minister.
All viewpoints welcome for this intriguing and important
discussion.
Kids and Teens (ages 7-18), join us for this four-part series
Wednesdays, 3:30 PM
at Granada Hills Branch Library, 10640 Petit Avenue. We
will be making super-hero masks, sock pals, and other fun
projects. It is recommended to attend all 4 workshops and
sign-ups are required. For more info please call 818-368-5687.
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